A Learning Classifier System (LCS) is state-action rule-based system including the ideas of Reinforcment Learning and Genetic Algorithms (GAs). For the first step towards extending LCS's aplicability to serveral types of input states, we conduct a validation of real-valued XCS (XCSR), a real-valued extended architecture of XCS, which is a mainstream architecture in LCS. Our validation of XCSR is done from two points of view: (1) a sensitivity of real-valued XCS specific parameters on performance and (2) the design of classifier representation with classifier operators, which is analyzed by proposing another classifier representation named LU-representaion to be compared with original XCSR representation (i.e., CS-representation.) We did comprehensive experiments by applying a 6-dimensional real-valued multiplexor problem to both representation. This has revealed the following implications: (1) there are critical threshold on covering operation parameter (s 0 ), which must be considered in setting parameters to avoid serious decreases in performance; and (2) the LU-representaion has an advantage in smaller classifier population size within the same performance level over the CS-representation, which reveals the superiority of alternative classifier representation for real-valued XCS.
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